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Multidisciplinary Design Optimization of Flexible
Solar-Regenerative High-Altitude Long-Endurance
Aircraft
Taylor McDonnell∗, Judd Mehr∗, and Andrew Ning†
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 84602, USA

Solar-Regenerative High-Altitude Long-Endurance (SR-HALE) aircraft are designed to
sustain year-round flight at high altitudes indefinitely. No SR-HALE aircraft has yet accomplished this task due to the complex network of environmental, solar, structural, and
aerodynamic trade-offs, among which aircraft flexibility plays a key role. A comprehensive
SR-HALE aircraft multidisciplinary design optimization framework is developed in which
the flexible aircraft analysis tool ASWING is incorporated in order to constrain nonlinear
aeroelasticity. Energy, battery, ply thickness, material failure, local buckling, aerodynamic
stall, longitudinal stability, and general stability (including flutter) constraints are applied
in order to reasonably constrain the optimized SR-HALE aircraft design. An SR-HALE
aircraft design with a span length of 60.15 m and a total aircraft weight of 432.2 kg is found
which fulfills all SR-HALE mission requirements and minimizes aircraft mass. A further
21% reduction in total aircraft mass is found through the use of high modulus carbon fiber
reinforced polymer. Significant decreases in aircraft mass, down to a total aircraft mass
of 250.6 kg, are found to be possible if altitude requirements for SR-HALE aircraft are
lowered from 18,288 m to 16,764 m. A feasible SR-HALE aircraft with a mass of 357.9 kg
was also found to be possible if battery specific energies of 360 W h kg−1 are developed.

I.

Introduction

A long-envisioned goal in the aerospace community is the development of a Solar-Regenerative HighAltitude Long-Endurance (SR-HALE) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) that can sustain year-round flight
at high altitudes indefinitely. SR-HALE UAV’s have the potential to provide capabilities similar to satellites
in the areas of surveillance, communication, and environmental monitoring at a fraction of the cost.1, 2 The
potential benefits of SR-HALE UAV’s led NASA under the Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor
Technology program to develop the Helios prototype in order to demonstrate the SR-HALE concept. The
height of the program was reached when the Helios set an unofficial world record flight altitude of 29,523 m
and sustained more than 40 minutes of flight above 29,260 m in 2001. Unfortunately, testing with the
prototype was abruptly halted when it broke up due to turbulence over the Pacific Ocean in 2003.3
The Helios prototype demonstrates both the potential and challenges involved with the development of
SR-HALE aircraft. Through the use of very high aspect ratios and minimal structural weight, high altitudes
can be obtained and sustained. As aspect-ratios are increased, however, aircraft flexibility increases and
nonlinear aeroelastic effects become more prevalent. These nonlinear aeroelastic effects add to the complexity
of the SR-HALE design problem and are in large part responsible for the yet unachieved realization of pseudoperpetual flight.
In response to the need for a greater understanding of nonlinear aeroelastic effects, a major focus of
research has been to understand flexible aircraft nonlinear aeroelasticity. Several low/mid-fidelity codes
including ASWING,4 NATASHA,5 UM/NAST,6 NANSI,7 and SHARP8 have been developed for the analysis
of flexible aircraft. Work in the fluid-structure interaction community has also led to the development of high
fidelity aeroelastic methods which couple computational fluid dynamics and finite element analysis. Although
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high fidelity methods are more capable of capturing the complex dynamics of fluid structure interactions,
the computational efficiency of low/mid-fidelity methods have led them be adopted much more readily.9
Many researchers have focused on the design and development of SR-HALE aircraft. Baldock and Noth
presented simple design methodologies for the development of SR-HALE aircraft10, 11 Nickol et al. performed
a conceptual design analysis of several high altitude long endurance aircraft classes in an effort to determine
their effectiveness in hurricane and communication relay missions.12 Cestino performed preliminary design
and analysis on one potential SR-HALE configuration, but took a standard decoupled approach to flight
dynamics and structural stability.13 Gao et al. researched the effectiveness of gravitational gliding and found
that to improve gliding performance it is advantageous to design an aircraft against a broad range of lift
coefficients.14 Haghighat et al. developed a simple aeroservoelastic design optimization which demonstrated
the effectiveness of control design simultaneous with SR-HALE aircraft design.15 Kennedy and Martins
performed adjoint-based high fidelity static aeroelastic optimization using mid-fidelity aerodynamic panel
methods and a high fidelity structural finite element model in order to perform aeroelastic shape optimization
with thousands of design variables.16 Many have sought to optimize SR-HALE aircraft, but the optimizations which have been performed either do not capture the entire SR-HALE preliminary design process15, 17
or do not model the significant nonlinear aeroelastic effects experienced by highly optimized SR-HALE aircraft.18–20 Therefore, the impact of aeroelasticity on SR-HALE aircraft must still be determined, which is
a goal of this research. Conventional aircraft analysis cannot suffice for understanding SR-HALE aircraft
because often the flight dynamics and aeroelastic response of flexible aircraft do not decouple as is assumed
by conventional aircraft stability analysis methods.21
Recognizing the need for aeroelastic analysis tools to be incorporated into and effectively used in a
multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) framework, and also noting that nonlinear aeroelasticity is
a key component of SR-HALE aircraft design, the purpose of this paper is to properly model nonlinear
aeroelastic analysis in an MDO framework and perform a systems-level investigation into the SR-HALE
aircraft design space. This MDO framework will be comprehensive in nature, including environmental,
solar, aerodynamic, and structural elements of SR-HALE aircraft, so as to most appropriately model the
design choices that must be made when designing SR-HALE aircraft.

II.

Methods

The complex network of environmental, solar, aerodynamic, and structural trade-offs involved in SRHALE aircraft design makes a system level investigation a difficult problem. Since no SR-HALE aircraft has
successfully demonstrated sustained year-round flight at high altitudes, appropriate design decisions cannot
be reliably determined based on the performance of other successful SR-HALE aircraft. Additionally, since
the mission requirements for SR-HALE aircraft vary significantly from transport and general aviation aircraft,
design guidelines for SR-HALE aircraft should only be applied after careful consideration of the differences
between these and other aircrafts.
Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) provides a method by which design choices can be automatically made in a mathematical manner, thus greatly simplifying the choice of SR-HALE aircraft design
parameters. Careful inspection of the design changes made by an optimizer can reveal potentially hidden
relationships among design variables, constraints, and the optimization objective. MDO is therefore used
in the current study to perform a system level analysis of SR-HALE aircraft design and compare optimal
designs as parameters are changed, thus thoroughly examining the SR-HALE design space from a system’s
perspective.
Unfortunately, even MDO cannot solve problems of any scale and certain SR-HALE aircraft design
assumptions must be made in order to make the MDO problem tractable for the optimizer. The current
study therefore focuses on a configuration similar to Facebook’s Aquila, and uses an SR-HALE aircraft model
similar in design to Facebook’s Aquila as the starting point for optimization. Details about the assumptions
made and models developed are included in the following sections.
Mission Definition
In order to avoid interfering with commercial and military air traffic SR-HALE aircraft are designed to fly
above regulated air space. While higher altitudes are preferable for providing greater communication infrastructure coverage, the low densities experienced above regulated airspace make flight extremely challenging
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at higher altitudes. The baseline altitude assumed in this study is therefore 18,288 m (60,000 ft) where U.S.
regulated airspace ends. Even this lower altitude limit proves a challenging design condition since the density
of air at 60,000 ft is less than a tenth of its density at sea level.
The Aquila’s payload is reported as weighing about 22.68 kg (50 lbs). A slightly conservative representative 25 kg point-mass is therefore assumed located at the aircraft center. While the size of the payload is
unknown, the approximate volume of the center section of the wing is constrained such that it remains at
or above the initial value. While the intent of the Aquila is to provide a communication platform, this payload is representative of any reasonably sized environmental monitoring, surveillance, and/or communication
payload with a mass of about 25 kg.
Some payloads, such as communication payloads, require constant power input. Other payloads, such as
those used for surveillance or atmospheric monitoring may only require short bursts of power when activated.
Since payload power consumption varies greatly depending on the nature of the payload, no payload power
consumption will be assumed for this study.
Seventy four percent of the world’s population live at latitudes under 35° making it a reasonable choice
as a design latitude.22 Sufficient energy must be provided by solar panels to cover flight and payload power
requirements at all times of the year at this latitude. A naturally limiting case therefore, is winter solstice,
when available sunlight is lowest and nights are long. The chosen mission parameters are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1: SR-HALE Aircraft Assumed Mission Parameters
Altitude
Payload Mass
Latitude
Conditions

18,288 m
25 kg
35° N
Winter Solstice

Aircraft Configuration
The baseline aircraft configuration to be optimized resembles Facebook’s Aquila. Assumed parameters
representing the baseline case are given in Table 2. These parameters were estimated based on images of the
Aquila and serve as a starting point for the optimization.
Table 2: Baseline Design Assumed Parameters
Parameter
Span (m)
Winglet Length (m)
Root Section Chord (m)
Main Section Chord (m)
Winglet Tip Chord (m)
Winglet Dihedral
Propeller Diameter (m)
Propeller Boom Length (m)

Value
42.0
2.25
2.0
1.4
0.5
80°
2.25
1.0

Geometric design variables for the optimization include span (b), sweep (Λ), chord length (c), airfoil
thickness ratios (t/c), twist (θ), winglet length (lwinglet ), and winglet dihedral (ψwinglet ). Chord length,
twist, and airfoil thickness ratios are specified at several stations along the semispan of the wing as shown in
Fig. 1. Root section twist is, however, constrained to be equal to zero (since angle of attack (α) effectively
determines root section twist for a flying wing). Properties are assumed to be linearly interpolated between
the stations along the wing.
A generic low Reynolds number, high lift airfoil, with a high cl,max and gradual stall properties was chosen
for the analysis. A family of airfoils based on this baseline airfoil were created by modifying the thickness
over chord ratio (t/c) of the baseline airfoil in XFOIL. Selected airfoils from this airfoil family are shown in
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Figure 1: Graphical depiction of assumed aircraft configuration. If a span length of 42 meters is assumed, the
configuration closely resembles that of Facebook’s Aquila, which serves as a baseline case for the optimization.
Spanwise properties are defined at six stations (as shown) and are linearly interpolated between stations.
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y/c

Fig. 2. While this approach to airfoil creation and selection is sub-optimal for design, it represents a simple
method by which structural and aerodynamic airfoil thickness trade-offs can be modeled and identified.

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
-0.05
0.2

0.4

x/c

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 2: Airfoil family generated using XFOIL. Shown here is the range 0.05 ≤ t/c ≤ 0.25.
Carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) is assumed to be the primary structural material due to its high
stiffness to weight properties. CFRP properties are given as defined by Advanced General Aviation Transport Experiments for TORAY T700SC-12K-50C/#2510 Plain Weave Fabric and TORAY T700GC-12K31E/#2510 Unidirectional Tape.23, 24 While more advanced composites exist, these composites represent a
much cheaper option than more advanced composites since significantly less process certification is required.
A sandwich structure is assumed for both skin and webs utilizing ROHACELL® 31A foam. For aircraft
webs the minimum standard sheet thickness of ROHACELL® 31 A foam is used (3 mm). For aircraft skins
the foam core thickness is allowed to vary. Note that CFRP cold-temperature-dry properties are used, since
these conditions are most representative of atmospheric conditions at the SR-HALE aircraft design altitude.
Also note that tensile and compressive stiffness values are averaged for use in this analysis. Assumed CFRP
and foam material properties are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for convenience. A-basis strength values are
used.
Table 3: Assumed Material Stiffness Properties
Material
CFRP Tape
CFRP Fabric
Foam

E1 (GPa)
120.8
55.82
0.048

E2 (GPa)
11.57
52.10
0.048

G12 (GPa)
5.219
4.295
0.028

ν12
0.350
0.085
0.3

ρ (kg m−2 )
1525
1501
75.0

tply (mm)
0.2184
0.1524
N/A

Table 4: Assumed CFRP Strength Properties
Material
CFRP Tape
CFRP Fabric

S1+ (MPa)
1356
701

S1− (MPa)
1104
550

S2+ (MPa)
39
558

S2− (MPa)
235
604

S12 (MPa)
142
138

Airfoil skins are assumed to consist of a sandwich structure with one ply of CFRP fabric aligned at a
45° angle and one ply of CFRP tape aligned with the axial direction on either side of the foam core. CFRP
fabric is placed on the outside of the aircraft to reduce impact damage and provide torsional rigidity. CFRP
tape placed aligned with the axial direction to increase wing bending stiffness. The layup is chosen to be
symmetric and balanced in order to prevent laminate membrane/bending and stretching/shearing coupling.
Laminate bending/twisting coupling terms can also be neglected due to the use of CFRP fabric rather than
±45’s.
A web is located at 40 % of the chord at all aircraft sections and runs the entire length of the wing.
This location was chosen to be slightly aft of the maximum thickness location of the baseline airfoil. The
web consists of a sandwich structure with one ply of CFRP fabric aligned at a 45° angle with the structural
spanwise direction on either side of 3 mm foam.
The layup for the winglets is similar to the layup for the rest of the aircraft with the exception that the
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winglet does not contain a web or CFRP tape. This was assumed in order to save weight and capitalize on
the low expected winglet loads.
In order to simulate adding additional plies, tape and fabric skin ply thickness design variables (ttape
and tfabric ) are allowed to vary continuously with a minimum bound being defined as the ply thickness of a
single ply (0.1524 mm for CFRP tape and 0.2184 mm for CFRP fabric). The skin foam core thickness tfoam
is also allowed to vary continuously. Web layup parameters, however, are held constant.
Solar panels are assumed to cover the entire upper surface of the aircraft and both sides of each winglet.
Solar panels are assumed to have the same thickness as those used on the Solar Impulse, 135 µm. Solar
panels are assumed to have the density of silicon: 2328 kg m−2 .
As the motor power requirements of the Aquila are relatively small, highly efficient, lightweight motors
can be used with masses around 2 kg. Additionally since the assumed size of the propellers on the baseline
configuration are roughly half the size of the Solar Impulse propellers, propeller weight is assumed to be half
of the stated mass of the Solar Impulse propellers, roughly 2.5 kg. The combined weight per motor/prop
combination is therefore assumed to be 5.0 kg and is modeled as a point mass placed 1 m in front of the
respective airfoil section to which they are attached. The propulsive system sizing and performance assumed
in this work is simple, but efforts are being made to combine incorporate advanced propulsion system models
into the SR-HALE aircraft optimization for use in future works.
Battery Mass
Lithium sulfur batteries have a high theoretical gravimetric energy density of 2500 W h kg−1 . In practice,
however, lithium sulfur batteries have much lower specific energies for various reasons, including cycle life
constraints bringing the typically reported energy density. Despite this fact, the high theoretical specific
energy of lithium sulfur batteries suggest that dramatic technology improvements may be discovered in the
near future, providing a promising future for SR-HALE aircraft and electric vehicles in general.25
The battery specific energy assumed in this study is assumed to be equal to the cell specific energy
used by batteries on the Zephyr (350 W h kg−1 ). A standard depth of discharge of 80% is also assumed,
effectively limiting battery specific energy to 280 W h kg−1 . Sufficient energy storage is required to power
flight throughout the night during winter solstice (14.37 h). Batteries are modeled as four evenly distributed
point masses located at 20 % and 60 % of the aircraft semi-span (where motors are attached).
Gravitational potential energy storage provides a method by which aircraft energy storage can be augmented with no corresponding increase in battery mass, resulting in increased SR-HALE aircraft performance
and lower aircraft costs. This effect is offset somewhat, however, by the low availability of solar energy at
dusk and dawn, which requires additional energy storage. Both these effects, however, are not considered in
this paper.
Power Required/Propulsive Efficiency
In order to focus on the aerodynamic and structural improvements that can be made to SR-HALE aircraft,
no attempt is made to optimize the SR-HALE aircraft propulsive system. Instead a high motor efficiency of
95 % is assumed and propeller efficiency calculations are based on actuator disk theory, but are adjusted to
yield more realistic efficiency values. A propeller diameter equal the assumed diameter of propellers on the
Aquila is used (2.25 m). The total power required is assumed to be:
Preq =

V∞ D
+ Ppayload
ηmotor ηprop

where V∞ is the freestream velocity, D is the total aircraft drag, ηmotor is the motor efficiency, and ηprop is
the propeller efficiency.
Actuator disk theory overpredicts propeller performance. If used to represent the propeller efficiency of
propellers on SR-HALE aircraft, unrealistically high propeller efficiencies are found. Using actuator disk
theory propeller efficiency is:
2
q
ηprop,actuator =
T
1 + 1 ρ V 2prop
A
+1
2

∞

∞

disk

where V∞ is the freestream velocity, ρ∞ is the freestream density, Adisk is the actuator disk area, and Tprop
is the propeller thrust. SR-HALE aircraft are designed to feature very low amounts of drag. Thus, propellers
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will be very lightly loaded. Assuming aircraft thrust is evenly distributed among the four propellers, propeller
diameter is 2.25 m, and only 100 N of thrust are needed to power flight at cruise (a reasonable assumption
for SR-HALE aircraft) an unrealistically high efficiency of 97.8 % is obtained.
Propeller efficiency from actuator disk theory is adjusted downward by assuming the necessary thrust
from one propeller is equal to the drag of the entire aircraft, roughly four times the thrust of a single propeller.
That is:
2
q
ηprop =
1 + 1 ρ V 2DA +1
2

∞

∞

disk

Assuming 100 N of drag and a 2.25 m propeller diameter this new equation predicts a more realistic propeller
efficiency of 92.1 %.
Due to the simplicity of the assumed propulsion system, the propulsion system is not optimized. An
electric propulsion model has though recently been developed which will allow for integrated propulsion
design.26 This electric propulsion model will be incorporated into future optimizations, at which point the
propulsion system will be optimized together with the rest of the aircraft.
Energy Capture
Energy capture is provided solely by solar panels covering the entire upper surface of the aircraft and both
sides of each winglet. The aircraft starts at the beginning of the day facing northward and follows a steady
level 3000 m radius counterclockwise orbit throughout a 24 hour period. The calculated roll necessary to
maintain this orbit is determined by that of a coordinated turn:
 2
V
−1
φ = tan
gR
where V is cruise velocity, g is gravity, and R is the orbit radius. The yaw angle is determined by assuming the
aircraft is always oriented tangent to the orbit radius. The deformed SR-HALE aircraft at cruise is discretized
into flat panels with associated roll, pitch, and yaw. The incident solar flux on each panel is then calculated.
Assuming solar panels similar to those used on the Solar Impulse are used, with a nominal efficiency of 23 %
efficient and noting that there is a slight increase in solar panel efficiency at lower temperatures a total solar
power efficiency of 25 % is assumed.
Available solar flux is determined through using the Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer
of Sunshine (SMARTS),27 developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). Solar flux
available over a 24 hour period during winter solstice for a solar panel tracking the sun and one which
remains horizontal is shown in Fig. 3.
Aeroelastic Analysis
The mid-fidelity tool ASWING was chosen to model aircraft aeroelasticity.4 ASWING couples interconnected
nonlinear (specifically Bernoulli-Euler) beam models with a general extended lifting line approach. Outputs
from ASWING include aircraft deflections, axial strains and shear stresses, aircraft aerodynamic properties,
and aircraft stability derivatives and eigenvalues. Inputs to ASWING include geometric, structural, and
aerodynamic parameters for airfoil sections along the aircraft wing and other surfaces. While the capability
to analyze the final design of the optimization was maintained with the standard version of ASWING, a
modified version which allows for direct function input/output (rather than file writing and reading) was
created to be more suitable for gradient-based optimization.
Airfoil Section Structural Properties
Nonlinear beam stiffness and inertial properties are obtained using PreComp,28 a code developed by NREL.
PreComp uses modified classical laminate theory combined with a shear flow approach to find composite section beam properties. Inputs to PreComp include wing section geometry, composite schedule, and composite
stiffness and inertial properties.
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Figure 3: Solar flux available at winter solstice at 35◦ latitude. Solar flux incident upon surfaces which track
the sun’s movement throughout the day and solar flux upon surfaces which remain horizontal are shown.

Airfoil Section Aerodynamic Properties
Aerodynamic properties for input into ASWING are precomputed for the chosen airfoil family using XFOIL.
ASWING requires the lift slope, zero lift angle of attack, maximum and minimum lift coefficient, profile
drag coefficient, skin friction drag coefficient, and moment coefficient at each wing section. An approximate
Reynolds number of 200,000 was assumed and used for computing aerodynamic properties in XFOIL. For
each airfoil in the chosen airfoil family an angle of attack sweep is performed in XFOIL. Since the lift slope
is roughly linear near an angle of attack equals of zero, a least squares line is fit through a number of points
on either side of the zero angle of attack point. When the error between the least squares fit and XFOIL
data exceeds a small threshold (∆cl > 0.075), that point and any lift data at angles greater (or less than)
that point are excluded from the least squares fit. The lift slope and zero lift angle of attack are determined
using this least-squares fit. An illustration of how these properties are obtained is shown in Fig. 4.
The maximum lift coefficient as it is modeled in ASWING corresponds most accurately with cl,max,linear ,
or the maximum lift coefficient on the linear portion of an airfoil’s lift curve. Significant reductions in lift
slope and increases in drag are modeled in ASWING beyond this point. Both cl,max and cl,max,linear are
used in the optimization, so a relationship must be determined vs. thickness for both properties.
Polynomial fits are used for lift properties and 2D splines are generated for drag and moment coefficient
data. Figs. 5 to 10 show precomputed aerodynamic properties as a function of airfoil thickness for the chosen
airfoil family. Drag and moment coefficients corresponding to each airfoil section’s angle of attack (before
deformation) are input into ASWING for computing aircraft drag and moment properties.
Flight Envelope
In order to reduce energy consumption SR-HALE aircraft are designed to fly at significantly slower cruise
velocities than most other aircraft. Encounters with horizontal gusts can, however, significantly increase
the aircrafts velocity, therefore a large margin between design cruise speed and design dive speed is necessary. Design guidelines given for transport aircraft in AC 25.335-1A assume a maximum magnitude gust of
7.62 m s−1 (25 fps) EAS at altitudes above 15,240 m (50,000 ft). The dive speed of an SR-HALE aircraft is
therefore defined in this paper as 7.62 m s−1 EAS greater than design cruise speed. Standard limit loads of
2.5 and 0.0 are prescribed at the aircraft divespeed. Material failure and buckling constraints are applied at
these flight conditions.
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Figure 4: Computation of lift properties for the baseline airfoil. Lift slope, max linear lift coefficient, max
lift coefficient, and zero lift angle are derived from XFOIL data. Least squares fit points around AoA = 0.0
are used to generate the lift slope.
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Figure 6: Variation of maximum lift coefficient
of linear portion of lift curve vs. airfoil thickness
for chosen airfoil family.

Figure 5: Variation of lift slope with airfoil thickness for chosen airfoil family.
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Figure 7: Variation of maximum lift coefficient
with airfoil thickness for chosen airfoil family.
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Figure 8: Variation of zero lift angle with airfoil
thickness for chosen airfoil family.
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Figure 9: Airfoil family drag coefficient variation with Figure 10: Airfoil family moment coefficient variation
thickness and angle of attack.
with thickness and angle of attack.

Material Failure
Material failure is calculated and evaluated at a number of stations along the wing. At each station, 10
evenly spaced positions around each airfoil cross-section are evaluated for material failure. Maximum axial
strain and torsional shear stress are calculated as performed by ASWING. In order to provide a conservative
estimate, the effect of the web’s presence on the calculation of shear stress is ignored. Classical laminate
theory is employed to find the stress state experienced by each ply. Material failure is defined as first-ply
failure, and failure is determined using the Hashin-Rotem29 failure theory. A barely visible impact damage
(BVID) knockdown factor of 0.65 is also applied to CFRP strength properties before checking for material
failure and A-basis values are used for design strength values. A safety factor of 1.5 is applied.
Local Buckling
Local buckling is evaluated at the same locations for which material failure is evaluated. Assuming long
simply supported plates the local buckling load is given according to Johnson30 as:
Ncr = 2

 π 2 p
b

D11 D22 + D12 + 2D66

where b represents the width of the plate, here taken as the length from the web location to the front (or
back) of the airfoil section and the D stiffness matrix is computed using classical laminate theory. The
buckling strain is then computed as:
Ncr
b =
A2
A11 − A12
22
where the A stiffness matrix is found using classical laminate theory. This buckling strain is compared to
the maximum axial strain as calculated by ASWING. Local buckling is also evaluated at the cruise speed
and the dive speed and a factor of safety of 1.5 is applied.
Aircraft Stall
Aircraft stall is modeled through the use of critical section theory. Critical section theory states that a wing
stalls when any corresponding airfoil section along the length of the wing reaches the section cl,max . This
practice is consistent with typical lifting line theory stall modeling. In order to prevent tip stall, a more
stringent stall constraint is applied on the outer third of the wing. This constraint takes the modified form:
(cl ≤ 0.9cl,stall ).
Stall occurs earlier at low Reynolds numbers, however, since aerodynamic properties are computed at a
constant Reynolds number this effect is not modeled. A Reynolds number constraint is therefore applied
at all airfoil sections to prevent chord lengths from becoming too low, stating that Reynolds numbers of all
airfoil sections must be above 200000. Both stall constraints are evaluated at the cruise and dive speed.
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Longitudinal Stability
M
Longitudinal stability is constrained through restricting dC
dCL about the center of gravity to be negative,
M
with some margin provided which is typically equivalent to the static margin. dC
dCL is computed twice, once
assuming a rigid aircraft state and a second time assuming a quasi-steady aircraft state in which the aircraft
is assumed to always be in elastic equilibrium with instantaneous airloads. The static margin in both cases
is constrained to be at least 15 %.

General Stability/Flutter
General stability, for both flight and structural stability (including flutter), is determined through the use of
eigenmode analysis in ASWING. Some blending of flight and structural eigenvalues can in general occur in
flexible aircraft, which makes distinguishing between eigenmodes difficult. Additionally, tracking eigenmode
changes across design iterations is difficult as eigenvalues and eigenvectors for different modes can change
significantly. Due to this difficulty in tracking eigenmodes all eigenvalues in this study are constrained
through one compound constraint.
A stable aircraft design is one in which the real part of all eigenvalues is negative. This is equivalent to
requiring that the maximum real part among all eigenvalues be negative. This constraint on the maximum
real part among all eigenvalues is the constraint that was chosen for this optimization. The maximum function
is non-smooth, however, making it unsuitable for gradient based optimization. A smooth approximation to
the maximum function for an array of values x is therefore constructed that takes the form
xmax,smooth ≈

Σ((x − xmax )e(K(x−xmax ) )
+ xmax
Σ(eK(x−xmax ) )

where xmax is the maximum value in x and K is a parameter representing the hardness of the smooth
maximum.31 To most closely represent the maximum function the hardness should be increased as much as
possible, but as the hardness increases smooth corners in the soft maximum function become sharper and
sharper until they are seen by the optimizer as sharp corners. Numerical overflow is avoided in this function
by offsetting the values in x by the maximum value in the same set.
Values in the array x sufficiently far from xmax essentially carry zero weight in the soft max function.
Therefore only those eigenvalues whose real parts lie close to the maximum real eigenvalue need to be
computed, significantly reducing computational time. This weighting of values can also be used to ignore
certain portions of the complex plane. A few additional benefits can be derived from this formulation:
1. Eigenvalues with an unrealistically high frequency component can be ignored by artificially decreasing
their magnitude within the vector x.
2. Stable eigenvalues can be ignored to a greater degree by artificially decreasing their magnitude as they
approach the real axis.
3. Zero magnitude eigenvalues (or eigenvalues near zero magnitude) can be ignored by artificially decreasing their magnitude as they approach the real axis.
Optimization Problem
Total aircraft mass mtotal is used as an objective function since total mass is roughly proportional to total
aircraft cost. The optimal solution is expected to be at the very edge of allowable aircraft design space,
having active aerostructural constraints. Additional contraints include a volume constraint (V
– ≤V
– baseline )
on the section from station 1 to station 2 to preserve sufficient space for the payload. An additional design
variable which is also added to the optimization is the normalized chordwise location of the battery pods
center of mass ((x/c)batt ). Fully assembled, the optimization problem can be represented as:
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minimize:

mtotal

with respect to:

b, Λ, c, θ, lwinglet , ψwinglet , t/c, tfabric , ttape , tfoam , V∞ , α, mbatt , (x/c)batt

subject to:

Ein ≥ Eout
mbatt ≥ mbatt,req
tfabric ≥ tply,fabric
ttape ≥ tply,tape
σ ≤ σmax
ε ≤ εb
cl ≤ cl,stall
Re ≥ 200, 000


dCM
≤ −0.15
dCL c.g.
real(λ) ≤ 0.0
V
– ≤V
– baseline
X
F = 0.0
X
M = 0.0

Optimizer
While gradient-free optimization methods have become relatively popular and a plethora of gradient-free
optimization options exist, the computational cost associated with gradient-free optimization methods scales
poorly with design variables. Therefore, due to the number of design variables involved, gradient-based
optimization was chosen to evaluate the SR-HALE design space. Finite differencing is used to calculate
gradients due to its simplicity compared to other methods for determining gradients. The optimizer chosen
for the optimization is SNOPT,32, 33 an optimizer which is especially effective at nonlinear problems where
functions and gradients are expensive to evaluate.

III.

Results

Optimization Results
A planform view of the optimized design alongside the baseline design is shown in Fig. 11. Design parameters
for the optimized aircraft can be found in Tables 5 and 6
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Figure 11: Planform View of Optimized and Baseline Designs.
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Table 5: Optimization Optimal Design Parameters
Parameter
Total Mass (kg)
Structural Mass (kg)
Battery Mass (kg)
Power Required (W)
Drag (N)
Span (m)
Planform Area (m)
Winglet Length (m)
Winglet Dihedral
Skin Foam Thickness (mm)
Sweep
Cruise Velocity (m s−1 )
Cruise Angle of Attack

Value
432.2
228.7
158.6
3090
80.41
60.15
63.72
1.487
81.78°
5.64
23.20°
34.12
8.345°

Table 6: Optimization Optimal Spanwise Design Parameters
Parameter
Chord (m)
Airfoil Thickness (mm)
Airfoil Thickness Ratio (t/c)
Twist
Skin Fabric Ply Thickness (mm)
Skin Tape Ply Thickness (mm)

Section 1
1.619
232.5
0.1436
N/A
0.2214
0.1524

Section 2
1.473
214.2
0.1454
−3.32°
0.2184
0.1524

Section 3
1.456
180.3
0.1239
−3.90°
0.2184
0.1524

Section 4
0.789
93.4
0.1184
−4.35°
0.2184
0.1524
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Section 5
0.789
120
0.1522
−7.32°
0.2184
0.1524

Section 6
0.789
39.4
0.05
−6.28°
0.2184
N/A

The total mass of the optimized aircraft is only slightly higher than the reported total mass of the
Aquila (400 kg) even though the span length of the optimized design is 43 % larger. The larger span is only
accompanied by a relatively small increase in mass because of significant added wing taper. Chord lengths
towards the center of the aircraft are very comparable to the baseline design of the Aquila, but chord lengths
on the outer half of the aircraft are about half the length of those of the Aquila. Smaller chord lengths are
in part allowed without material failure, aeroelastic instabilities, and/or local buckling through the use of
larger airfoil thickness to chord ratios than the baseline airfoil, which are chosen in the optimized design in
spite of their decreased aerodynamic performance compared to the baseline airfoil.
Airfoil thicknesses are in general higher than the baseline airfoil because increases in airfoil thickness
increase wing bending stiffness, which in turn allows the achievement of lower structural weights. Changing
airfoil thickness appears to be a more effective method of providing additional stiffness in SR-HALE aircraft
than increasing composite thickness, since CFRP ply thickness values are near their minimum bounds and
airfoil thickness values are in general greater than the baseline airfoil’s thickness, the only exception being
at the wingtip where loads are negligible.
The total power required for flight of the optimized aircraft is 3090 W, which is much less than the
projected power of flight of the Aquila at altitude (5000 W including power for the payload and lights). The
extra efficiency found in the optimum design is in part due to the use of a extremely high aspect ratio of
56.78. It is worth noting that even though the span of the optimized aircraft is large, it is still 15 m smaller
than the span length of the Helios. Regardless, there are no span constraints in this optimization, therefore
span sizing was purely determined by structural, energy, battery, and aerodynamic constraints.
No stress constraints were active at the end of the optimization, while stability and buckling constraints
were both active. While the primary structural constraint for a typical aircraft are wing bending constraints,
these results show that optimized SR-HALE aircraft are instead stability constrained. This suggests that
using high modulus CFRP (with higher stiffnesses, but lower material strengths) would yield significant
design improvements. It also suggests that root bending moment and similar performance metrics are likely
poor predictors of SR-HALE structural efficiency.
Additional active constraints at the end of the optimization include the energy (Eout − Ein ) and battery
size constraint (mbatt ≥ mbatt,req ). This suggests the expected result that increases in battery specific energy
and/or solar panel efficiency will allow the design of SR-HALE aircraft with lower mass than the current
optimal design.
The spanwise distribution of aerodynamic and inertial loads at cruise for the optimized configuration is
shown in Fig. 12. The section aerodynamic normal force is roughly equivalent to section lift, but the shown
distribution differs significantly from an aerodynamically optimal elliptic lift loading. The non-elliptical span
loading is further evidenced by the 0.9221 span efficiency calculated by ASWING for the configuration. Losses
in span efficiency, however, allow greater structural efficiencies since forces acting on the outer portion of the
aircraft where moment arms are greatest are decreased. As was the case with increasing airfoil thickness,
aerodynamic efficiency is lost so that more significant gains can be achieved structurally.
The deformed shape of the optimized aircraft is shown in Fig. 13. Surprisingly, deflections are relatively
small. Local buckling and stability constraints likely increased the stiffness of the wing until low curvatures
resulted.
Since general stability analyses were only calculated and constrained at cruise and dive speeds during the
optimization, there exists a possibility that the aircraft will experience flutter at a velocity between the cruise
and dive speed (with added flutter margin). In order to check the effectiveness of the stability constraint and
evaluate the flutter speed of the optimized design a sweep of operating points were run in ASWING using
velocities from the cruise speed up to and past 115 % of the dive speed. Stability eigenvalues are shown in
Fig. 14.
From Fig. 14, there are two locations where flutter appears to occur. The first is a relatively high
frequency flutter mode which becomes unstable around 60 m s−1 , but then becomes stable again at higher
speeds. The eigenvalues corresponding to this flutter mode and the mode shape are shown in Figs. 15a
and 15b. Considering that SR-HALE aircraft will never fly at 60 m s−1 by design and that, in the rare cases
when 60 m s−1 airspeeds are imposed upon the aircraft, the instability associated with this mode is small
and is mitigated by changes in aircraft velocity, this mode need not be considered for determining the flutter
speed of the aircraft.
The second location where flutter appears to occurs is shown in Fig. 16a. At this location flutter instability
increases as velocity increases yielding a flutter speed about 15 % greater than the dive speed. This mode
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Figure 12: Aerodynamic and Inertial Spanwise Loads at Cruise.
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Figure 13: Deformed Shape of Optimized Design computed using ASWING
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Figure 14: Stability Eigenvalues of Optimized Design computed using ASWING
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Figure 15: Mode briefly becomes unstable around 60 m s−1 , but is easily mitigated by changes in speed and
is minimally unstable.
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appears to be the main flutter mode constraining the optimal design. This mode has a low frequency
component similar in magnitude to aircraft dynamics modes, therefore it is necessary to model both flight
and structural dynamics simultaneously, in a coupled manner, in order to properly analyze the stability of
the aircraft.
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Figure 16: Flutter mode which determines flutter speed.

High Modulus CFRP
In order to quantify the effectiveness of using a high modulus CFRP, a new material was chosen which
exhibited in general higher stiffness and lower strength values.34 Material properties for the new material
are shown in Tables 7 and 8. The same density and thickness is assumed for the new material as used in the
prior optimization so that the weight of a single CFRP ply is conserved. Environmental/statistical (A-basis)
knockdown factors equal to the environmental and statistical (A-basis) performance of the previously used
CFRP properties are used and multiplied by the BVID knockdown factor chosen previously. Knockdown
factors used are presented in Table 9.
Table 7: Material properties for CFRP with higher stiffness and lower strength than initial optimization
Material
T300/934 tape
T300/934 fabric

E1 (GPa)
148
74

E2 (GPa)
9.65
74

G12 (GPa)
4.55
4.55

ν12
0.3
0.05

Table 8: Material strength of CFRP with higher stiffness and lower strength than initial optimization
Material
T300/934 tape
T300/934 fabric

S1+ (MPa)
1314
499

S1− (MPa)
1220
352

S2+ (MPa)
43
458

S2− (MPa)
168
352

S12 (MPa)
48
46

Design parameters for the optimized aircraft can be found in Tables 10 and 11. Through the use of
CFRP with higher stiffness and lower strength properties, 92 kg of mass are saved. Curiously, a similar
battery to total aircraft weight ratio (37.4 %) is found as in the first optimization (36.7 %) so an increase
in this ratio does not explain the significantly improved performance. Total power to fly and aircraft drag,
however, decreased by nearly 20 %. This can partly be attributed to the lower thickness to chord ratios found
in the high modulus CFRP case. These thickness to chord ratios are much closer to the design thickness
of the baseline airfoil than they were in the previous optimization, resulting in greater airfoil lift over drag
properties.
The span of the high modulus CFRP optimized aircraft is also approximately 20 % lower than the
previously optimized SR-HALE aircraft as shown in Fig. 17. Decreasing span lengths result in higher values
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Table 9: Knockdown Factors Used for High Modulus CFRP Optimization
Material
T300/934 tape
T300/934 fabric

k1+
0.625
0.764

k1−
0.762
0.776

k2−
1.0
0.859

k2+
0.803
0.719

10

k12
0.920
1.0
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Figure 17: Planform View of Original Optimized Design and High Modulus CFRP Design.

of induced drag, however, this effect is compensated as described above by the using thickness to chord ratios
closer to those of the baseline airfoil. Decreasing span also appears to result in the generation of a larger
winglet. This suggests that winglets are very useful for solar power collection, but are structurally costly
due to the long moment arm which extends to the end of the wing. When more detailed solar models are
added which account for shadowed portions of the winglet, it is expected that benefits of winglets for solar
capture will decrease.
Table 10: High Modulus CFRP Optimization Optimal Design Parameters
Parameter
Total Mass (kg)
Structural Mass (kg)
Battery Mass (kg)
Power Required (W)
Drag (N)
Span (m)
Planform Area (m)
Winglet Length (m)
Winglet Dihedral
Skin Foam Thickness (mm)
Sweep
Cruise Velocity (m s−1 )
Cruise Angle of Attack

Value
340.2
167.8
127.4
2483
64.36
48.24
47.37
3.171
80.17°
4.62
22.52°
34.76
7.808°

Battery Specific Energy
Multiple optimizations were performed assuming various battery specific energy capacities. Results are
shown in Figs. 18a and 18b. As expected higher battery specific energies decrease required battery mass, thus
decreasing the weight of the aircraft. The weight decrease is accompanied by lower structural requirements,
allowing large reductions in structural requirements. The benefits of these weight reductions diminishes with
energy density, as can be seen by the slight asymptotic behavior of the total mass vs. specific energy curve
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Table 11: High Modulus CFRP Optimization Optimal Spanwise Design Parameters
Parameter
Chord (m)
Airfoil Thickness (mm)
Airfoil Thickness Ratio (t/c)
Twist (deg)
Skin Fabric Ply Thickness (mm)
Skin Tape Ply Thickness (mm)

Section 1
1.467
200.1
0.1364
N/A
0.2184
0.1524

Section 2
1.392
188.6
0.1355
-2.51
0.2184
0.1524

Section 3
1.2682
163.5
0.1289
-3.53
0.2184
0.1524

Section 4
0.7703
85.7
0.1113
-3.69
0.2184
0.1524

Section 5
0.7703
88.1
0.1143
-6.24
0.2184
0.1524

Section 6
0.7703
93.0
0.1208
-4.70
0.2184
N/A

in Fig. 18a.
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Figure 18: As battery specific energy increases the required aircraft mass and span decrease.

Altitude Sensitivity
A similar trend can be seen as cruise altitude is decreased. As altitude decreases aircraft velocity decreases to
maintain roughly the same equivalent airspeed. Lower aircraft velocities result in lower power requirements,
thus flying at lower altitudes requires less battery mass to power night-long flight. Once again, these battery
mass decreases are accompanied by lower structural requirements, allowing large reductions in structural
requirements. A steep decrease in total mass is at first possible, followed by diminishing decreases in mass
as altitude is further lowered. Figs. 19a and 19b show these trends.

IV.

Conclusions

A comprehensive method of optimizing a flying wing SR-HALE aircraft accounting for aircraft flexibility
and nonlinear aeroelasticity was presented. A feasible solution that fulfills SR-HALE mission requirements
of pseudo perpetual flight subject to appropriate structural constraints such as local buckling, material
failure, and aeroelastic instabilities was found. The flutter speed of the optimized design was evaluated and
implemented flutter speed constraints were found to be valid.
The optimized design featured a mass of 432.2 kg and a span of 60.15 m. The high aspect ratio achieved
without structural failure is in large part made possible through the use of thick airfoil profiles. In this and
other cases the optimal design sacrificed aerodynamic efficiency for structural efficiency in order to improve
total aircraft performance. Modifying airfoil thickness over chord ratios was found to be more effective in
terms of maintaining SR-HALE aircraft mission feasibility than adding additional composite plies to the
skin of the aircraft. Additionally, a non-elliptical wing span-loading was found to be optimal for the given
configuration.
Active constraints at the end of the optimization include buckling, stability, energy and battery mass
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Figure 19: If altitude floor constraints could be relaxed, further reductions in aircraft size are possible.

constraints. Noting that material failure constraints were inactive, CFRP with higher stiffness and lower
material strength properties than the originally chosen material were used within the optimization to quantify
the potential benefits of using high modulus CFRP. Significant reductions in weight were achieved, reducing
the aircraft mass down to 340.2 kg from 432.2 kilogram. This suggests that high modulus CFRP should in
general be used on SR-HALE aircraft to allow increased performance.
Multiple optimizations were performed in order to determine the sensitivity of the optimized design to
changes in battery specific energy and altitude. Significant decreases in aircraft mass followed by diminishing
returns were achieved by increasing battery specific energy, with diminishing returns thereafter. Similar
results were found for changes in mission altitude. At the assumed conditions in this paper (350 W h kg−1
battery specific energy and 18,288 m altitude) the total mass is extremely sensitive to changes in specific
energy and altitude. A 10 W h kg−1 increase in battery specific energy allows for a decrease in mass of 74.3 kg
while a decrease in altitude down to 16,764 m allows for an even greater decrease in necessary mass, down
to a total mass of 250.6 kg.
The run cases considered in this paper have shown that SR-HALE aircraft are stability constrained rather
than bending constrained. This suggests that wing bending moment calculations are not appropriate measures of SR-HALE aircraft structural efficiency. Low amounts of wingtip deflection also suggest that wingtip
deflections are also not appropriate measures of structural efficiency. Among the load cases considered, the
dive speed load case with a limit load of zero yielded the greatest deflections, amounting to only 8% of the
semispan of the aircraft.
While the current optimization framework is quite detailed in some areas such as nonlinear aeroelasticity
modeling, it is lacking in others. Improvements to propulsive system modeling is one area of improvement
which will add greater fidelity to the generated results. Additionally, more accurate lift and drag calculations
may be obtained through the use of a dedicated vortex lattice method/strip theory approach for aerodynamic
optimization. While modifications have been made to improve the accuracy of ASWING aerodynamic
predictions, it is still primarily a stability analysis tool and makes certain assumptions about the shape of lift
and drag polars in order to aid with stability analysis. Additionally, an area of SR-HALE aircraft design that
is neglected in this paper is path optimization to maximize solar exposure and generate gravitational potential
energy storage prior to the arrival of night. The addition of path optimization and gravitational potential
energy storage will likely further increase the optimality of the resulting designs. Further exploration is also
necessary into the impacts of unsteady gusts on SR-HALE aircraft and the incorporation of such constraints
into this multidisciplinary design optimization framework in order to quantify how they constrain the design.
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